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P4F
Performance 
 
Engine Type: Forced air
Displacement:  99.8 cc (6.1 ci)
Weight:  3.2 kg (7.
 3.7 kg (8.2 lbs) quiet exhaust
Power (6000 RPM):  5.0 kW (6.7 hp) as shown
 4.3 kW (5.8 hp) quiet exhaust
BSFC (4000 – 5000 RPM):  500 g/kW
 
The B100i EFI twin offers UAV operators improved reliability, 
power, and configuration flexibility, while addressing the 
shortcomings commonly found in 2-stroke singles. The B100i 
incorporates the latest engine technologies from Power4Flight, 
Cobra Aero and Currawong Engineering using the tried
DA100 engine core from Desert Aircraft. 
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P4F-B100i Engine 

Forced air-cooled 2-stroke twin 
99.8 cc (6.1 ci) 
3.2 kg (7.1 lbs) as shown 
3.7 kg (8.2 lbs) quiet exhaust 
5.0 kW (6.7 hp) as shown 
4.3 kW (5.8 hp) quiet exhaust 
500 g/kW-hr (.82 lb/hp-hr) 

B100i EFI twin offers UAV operators improved reliability, 
power, and configuration flexibility, while addressing the 

stroke singles. The B100i 
incorporates the latest engine technologies from Power4Flight, 

urrawong Engineering using the tried-and-true 
DA100 engine core from Desert Aircraft.  
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x Power Density: 20% higher power/weight than B50i
x Low Vibration: Opposed twin layout for greatly reduced primary vibration
x Reliability: Four-bearing crankshaft and high rod/stroke ratio for reduced stress
x Flexibility: Dedicated PTO, dual spark option, side induction, and stock or quiet mufflers.
x Compatibility: Readily integrates with flight control systems; available with Currawong ECU or 

Power4Flight IntelliJect EFI. 
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bearing crankshaft and high rod/stroke ratio for reduced stress 
Flexibility: Dedicated PTO, dual spark option, side induction, and stock or quiet mufflers. 
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